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effects are included and we consider slip only. It corresponds to setting
Ao :::: 6o = 0 and ignoring the second integral equation, in which case the
solution for the nucleation condition is exactly (since (} = 0) that given by
Eq. 1.8 with "fus identified as 1~:), the unrelaxed value. The alternating
dash/dot line in each figure corresponds to Eq. 1.8 with 1ua identified as
the modified value, 1i~·), which will be seen to provide an approximate
way of dealing with coupled shear and tension effects.
For all three cases, the approximation based on simply using 1~:·) is seen
to be quite good when () = 0. It is less accurate when used, in conjunction
with the K e ff concept of Section 1.6, to deal with typkal cases of interest
when () -::/: 0, although the largest source of error is with the Keff concept,
as already discussed in connection with Fig. 1.8. Table 1.2 gives comparisons of the G values for a few special cases in the same materials involving
inclined slip planes. The first column gives G based on the Keff concept,
and the second column gives G as predicted by the numerical solution of
Eq. 1.55, i.e., only slip is taken into account. For both of these methods,
Ius is identified with ~~:·). The third column gives G as calculated from
the numerical solution of Eqs. 1. 77a and 1. 77b, in an analysis which thus
fully considers tension·shear coupling; the results are normalized to
as
given by Eq. 1.76. The reduction of G, from its value given by the Keff concept, that occurs when coupling effects are taken into account is expressed
as a percentage in this table; these effects appear to be appreciable: reductions of the critical G for emission are in the range of 17-18% for (J = 45°
or 54.7° and 21-23% for (J = 90°.
Inspection of the final two columns of Table 1.2 shows, however, that the
approximation based on "'(~~·) is also quite good for inclined slip planes,
assuming that the approximation uses the G based on the calculation which
considers slip only. The error in this approximation shows no clear trend;
and ranges from ±1.6% to ±6.9%. This justifies the earlier statement that
the major source of error in this approximation for inclined slip planes is
due to the Keff concept. These considerations are important when addressing the ductile versus brittle behavior of crystals, as will be taken up in
Section 1.10.

,&:•)

1.8

Width of the Incipient Dislocation Zone at
·Instability

The width of the incipient dislocation zone at the moment of instability is
also of interest. It will be seen that the width at a. crack tip is, at the moment of instability, a moderately broad feature compared to a lattice spacing, thus making more appropriate the use of the Peierls concept. Indeed,
Peierls (1940) laments towards the end of his paper that the dislocation
core size which he calculated, for an isolated dislocation in a.n otherwise
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FIGURE 1.11. Displacement profiles at various levels of applied energy release
rate up to instability for a pure mode II shear crack in an isotropic material,
assuming v = 0.3 and h = b. The dashed line is an unstable "saddle" configuration
corresponding to a load of 0.9Gcrit.

perfect lattice, was sufficiently narrow compared to b that the concept of a
continuously distributed core displacement, amenable to analysis by con·
tinuurn elasticity, becomes problematical. The results for nucleation at a
crack tip appear to be more favorable.
The core width at instability can be estimated from a full numerical
solution of Eq. 1.55. Such solutions have been carried out by Beltz and Rice
(1991} based on a r = /(5) relation obtained from the Frenkel sinusoid for
the case when 8 = 0 and various ratios of applied K1 and Kn; here we
consider the case when K1 = 0, i.e., pure shear. Solutions are shown for
h = b and 1.1 = 0.3 in Fig. 1.11 at various load levels up to instability. The
characteristic width over which 5(r) is appreciable is roughly (2- 3)b.
To quantitatively compare core widths, we may make a comparison with
Peierls' width, also based on the Frenkel form, of h/2(1- v) (Hirth and
Lothe, 1982) for ·an isolated dislocation. This width is the distance over
which r diminishes from its peak value to its unstable zero value at 5 =
6. = b/2, i.e., b/4 < 6. < b/2, corresponding to (1r- 2)b/47r < 6 < bj2.
The half width for an isolated dislocation (assuming b = h, to be consistent
with the conditions under which the integral equation is solved) is about
0.71b; applying the same definition to the incipient dislocation (loaded at
instability) gives a half· width of approximately 2.05b, an increase by a
factor of 2.9.
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Nabarro (1947) solved the problem coiTesponding to that of Peierls for
the case of two coplanar dislocations of opposite sign, attracting one another and subjected to a stress just sufficing to hold them in unstable
equilibrium, in an otherwise perfect lattice. This is a nice analog of the
problem of dislocation nucleation from a crack tip, particularly when we
recall the Rice and Thomson (1974) result that the self force on a line
dislocation at distance r from a crack tip is the attractive force caused by
an oppositely signed dislocation lying at distance 2r away in an uncracked,
otherwise perfect solid. Like what we infer here, Naba.rro's (1947) results
show that the core widens considerably from the Peierls size as the two
dislocations are brought close to one another.

1. 9

Estimates of the Unstable Stacking Energy, /us

Frenkel estimates: The simplest estimate of Ius is based on the Frenkel
sinusoid. This is rewritten here, for shear relative to atomic planes spaced
by h, as
{1. 78)

to emphasize that the modulus, Jlslip, should be that for shear relative to
the slip system, and given as Jlslip = (cu- c 1 2 + c44)/3 for the fcc and bee
crystal slip systems considered here. Also the Burgers vector is replaced by
an effective value, beff 1 to emphasize that in some cases the ~(= befr/2) at
maximum energy 'Yus 1 i.e., at the unstable zero of 1', may not coincide with
b/2. Thus

(1. 79)
and there is no distinction to be made in this simple model between relaxed (a = 0) and unrelaxed ~o = 0) values. The result is shown in, the
dimensionless form 'lus(Frenkel)/JLalipb as the first numerical column of Table 1.3 for partial dislocation on {111} planes in fcc solids and for complete
dislocation on two common slip planes, {110} and {211}, in bee solids. For
the fcc ~nd first bee case betr = b (where, consistently with earlier use,
in the fcc .~ase b corresponds to that of a Shockley partial). However, the
Frenkel model is expected to give a poor representation of the T = F(A)
relation for shear on the {211} plane in bee (Vitek et al., 1972), especially
for shear in the twinning direction on that plane, in which direction it is
possible that slip energy ~ (or W) has a local maximum corresponding to
the twinned structure, as it climbs towards Ius. The geometry of shear in
the anti.twinning direction (Paxton et al., 1991) seems somewhat simpler
and the Frenkel model might apply approximately with the ~ at "Yus re-
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duced from bl2 to a value perhaps as low as bl3. Thus, for that case, betr
is giv.en a range 2bl3 to b in Table 1.3, resulting in the "Yus(Frenkel) range
shown.
To go beyond these simple estimates we require models of atomic po.
tentials in solids. In principle, the energy "Yua could be determined by a
quantum mechanical computations, based on (electron) density functional
theory in the local density approximation, of the ground state energy of the
configuration for which one half of a lattice is rigidly shifted relative to the
other along a slip plane, so as to coincide with the unstable stacking (like
in configuration (d) in Fig. 1.2). The analysis of such atomic geometries
seems consistent with the present level of development of density functional
computations.
For the present it is necessary to be content with empirical atomic models. A recently developed class of these, going beyond pair potentials and
thus avoiding Cauchy symmetry of crystal moduli, have been formulated
within the Embedded Atom Method (Daw and Baskes, 1984) and have found
extensive applications to solid state phenomena., including interfacial structure and deformation and fracture. A few results for 'lus based on such
models are now summarized.
Embedded Atom Models: Such embedded atom models as have been introduced seem to lead to lower estimates of "Yua than does the Frenkel
model. The results will be different for direct shear with no relaxation in
the direction normal to the slip plane (the most commonly available case),
and for relaxed shear for which the lattice spacing h is allowed to dilate
during shear so as to keep zero normal stress. As we have seen, the latter
case is the most relevant one for use in the simplified nucleation criterion
(e.g., Fig. 1.10 and Table 1.2, comparing 2nd and 3rd columns).
Cheung (1990) (see also Cheung et al., 1991) employed an embedded
atom model for bee Fe and, from plots of his potential for {110} < 111 >
shear, we may infer that lus(EAM) = 0.44 (relaxed) to 0.52 (unrela.xed)
Jlm2 • The dimensionless "Yus(EAM)/ ~supb is entered for Fe in the second
numerical column of Table 1.3 where, here and next, J.'alip is the slip system
shear modulus that is consistent with the embedded atom potentials used.
Sun et al. (1991, 1992) have done similar calculations based on embedded
atom models for {111} < 211 > shears forming partial dislocation in fcc
metals. These are for the respective cases of Al modeled by the potentials of
Hoagland et al. (1990) and Foiles and Daw (1987), and Ni by the potentials
of Foiles et al. -(1986). These unrelaxed results are "Yus(EAM) = 0.092Jim 2
for AI and 0.260]1m2 for Ni; both numbers correspond to nearly the same
"Yus(EAM) I J.Lslipb, of 0.026 as entered in Table 1.3. Relaxed "Yus(EAM) values
are also shown and are 87% and 86% that of the unrela.xed lus(EAM) for Ni
and AI, respectively. This is close to the 85% of unrelaxed lus(EAM} found
for the EAM a:-Fe model.
The modified values of "Yus(EAM) I J.'slipb cited for Fe, Ni and Al are all of
the order of 53% to 55% of the corresponding 'lus(Frenket)lJ.'slipb. Thus, for
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FIGURE 1.12. (a) The slip plane potential energy \If a.s function of slip displacement 6.r along (1/2)[111] on the (Oil) plane in EAM-Fe. (b) The slip plane potential energy \ll as function of slip displacement 6.r along (1/2)(111] and opening
displacement !16 along !Oil] on the (Oil) plane in EAM-Fe.

later purposes (Table 1.4) in dealing with { 111} plane partial dislocations
in a. large class of fcc solids and with { 110} plane dislocations in a. large
class of bee solids, for most of which embedded atom model results for "'us
are not available, the rough estimate "fus{EAM) = 0.54"fus{Frenkel) is used
in all cases. This improves upon the estimate "fus(EAM) = 0.71us{Frenkel)
made in a table similar to Table 1.4 by Rice (1992).
We now .present results for the energy W as function of block-like translational di~placements {~r, ~z 1 ~o }, calculated based on the embedded
atom method potential for a-Fe (Harrison, et al. 1990; Cheung, 1990) and
Ni (Foiles and Daw, 1987). The relative positions of atoms in the two blocks
are held fixed for each slip configuration. As before, ~r is edge-like slip, 6o
is opening, and 6z is screw-like slip. The energy surface for Ar displacement along {1/2) [111] in the (Oil) plane in a-Fe [w vs. ArJ is shown in
Fig. 1.12{a.) (also see Cheung, 1990) for A 0 = 0. The '1! vs. Ar curve for relaxed conditions, along a path satisfying
I 8Ao = o, is also shown, and it

aw
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FIGURE 1.13. The potential energy ~as functjon of slip displacement 6r along
(1/2)[111] and Az along (1/2)[2H] on the (Oil) plane in EAM-Fe. (a) shows
curves for Ar from 0.0 to 0.3; {b) shows curves for Ar from 0.3 to 0.5.

has a maximum at 'Yua = 0.44J/m2 as noted above. The maximum slope is
Tmax = 6.41 GPa. The energy \II vs. slip displacement Ar along (1/2) [111)
at various opening displacements ll.o along [Oil], is shown in Fig. 1.12(b).
The maximum stress along the pure opening direction is O"max = 25.3 GPa.
The ratio O"max/ri~ax = 3.95 for Fe.
The energy \II
slip displacement ll.z along (1/2) [211}, which is perpendicular to 6.,., for the Fe model is shown in Fig. 1.13(a) and 1.13(b), with
opening 6.9 kept at zero. The saddle-like path first deviates from the Ar
direction (i.e., along b = (1/2) (111J) toward {1/2) (211] and then gradually
returns to be parallel to the Ar direction. Along the direction perpendicular to the saddle like path direction, the energy \II increases much more
rapidly than along the saddle-like path direction, as seen in Figs. 1.13(a)
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FIGURE 1.14. (a) The potential energy '11 as function of slip displacement ll.r
along (1/6)[211] on the (111) plane in EAM-Ni. (b) The potential energy 'IT a.
function of slip displacement ll.r along (l/6)l211j and opening displacement ll.,
along [lllJ on the (111) plane in EAM-Ni.

and 1.13 (b). This sort of geometry of the energy surface is, of course, the
basis of the constrained path approximation discussed earlier.
The· energy surface for block-like .tl.r displacement along (1/6) [211] (i.e.
the partial route) in the (111) plane for the EAM model of Ni ('l' vs. Llr)
is shown in Fig. 1.14(a), for the unrelaxed condition when Llo = 0 and the
relaxed condition. The relaxed 'lua, is 0.226J/ m 2 • The maximum slope is
1'max = 5.54 GPa. The energy 'W vs. slip displacement Llr along {1/6) {~11},
at various opening displacements 6.s along (111], is shown in Fig. 1.14(b).
The maximum slope along the pure opening direction is O"max = 28.2 GPa.
The ratio CJmax/Tma.x = 5.09 for Ni . .
The energy 'II vs. slip displacement 6.z along (1/2} [011}, at various An
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TABLE 1.3. Estimates of
Embedded-Atom
Models, Block2
Like Shear
( b;ff /211" bh)

"'fu•/ P.•lipb

Density Functional,
Homogeneous Simple
Shear Strain
(Wm.axh/ P.alipb)
(1) fcc, partial dislocations, < 211 > {111}, b = ao/v'f>, h = aoj..f3, bett = b :
AI
0.036
0.026( u), 0.022( r) ,0.019(U*)
0.042 ( r), 0.043( u)
Cu
0.036
0.042(u)
Frenkel
Sinusoid

Solid

Ir

0.036
0.036

Ni

0.034(r), 0.043(u)
0.026( u), 0.023(r),0.020( U*)

(2) bee,< 111 > {110}, b = Vaao/2, h = aoj-/2, bett
Fe
0.062
0.045( u),0.038(r ),0.032( U*)

(3) bee, < 111 > {211}, b =
Cr
0.048-0.108
Mo
0.048-0.108
Nb
V
W

= b:

../3ao/2, h.= aoj.../6, beff = 2b/3

to b:

-

0.069( u)
0.056( u)
0.093(u)
0.100( u)
0.060( u)

0.048-0.108
0.048-0.108
0.048-0.108

3.5
12.8
;:::;
";' 2.1

~

~
~
cu

L\ along (1/6) [-:-2 1 1] =

0.5
.4

.3

1.4

c:: 0.7

(I)

FIGURE 1.15. The potential energy \IT as function of slip displacement
(1/6){211] and~~~ along (1/2)!011] on the (Ill) plane in EAM-Ni.
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TABLE 1.4. Material Properties a.nd
Solid

"'f•/"'u•

Ratios
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l•

,,

7u(Pr.. nhl)

'1ua(I:AM)

0.15
0.15
0.14
0.22
1.1
0.39
0.053
0.33

8.8
8.1
11.0

16.1
14.6
20.1
15.1
4.8
10.7
21.1
14.3

2.0
1.1
0.032
0.073
2.2
0.055
0.83
1.1
0.82
2.7

1.1
2.2
4.0
7.3
1.0

"'•(T = 0)
(Jjm 2)

Sk•tip

b

"'fu•(Frto~aktol)

(GPa.)

(nm)

(Jfm2)

1.34
1.20
1.56
1.79
2.95t
2.27
0.61
2.59

25.6
25.1
23.7
40.8
198.
74.6
7.27
57.5

0.166
0.165
0.166
0.147
0.156
0.144
0.201
0.160

2.32
2.37

131.
69.3
1.15
3.90
131.
2.43
46.9
62.8
50.5
160.

0.250
0.248
0.453
0.302
0.273
0.366
0.286
0.286
0.262
0.274

fcc

metals:
Ag

AI
Au
Cu

Ir
Ni
Ph
Pt
bee
metals:
Cr
Fe
K

0.13t

o.s3t
2.28

Li
Mo
Na.
Nb
Ta

0.24t

2.57
2.90
2.28t
3.07

v
w

8.3
2.7

5.9
11.6
7.8

4.4
3.1
2.6
2.8
1.1

diamond
cubic:

2.1
4.1
7.4
13.2
1.9
7.9
5.6
4.7

5.1
2.1

c
5.79t
509.
0.145
2.7
2.2
4.0
Ge
1.20t
49.2
0.231
0.41
2.9
5.4
Si
1.56t
60.5
0.195
0.42
3.7
6.7
Notes: t means "'• is based on correlation with formation energy; Tyson (1975).
Pslip = (cu- c12 + c._.)J3.
b = bpa.rtia.l
ao < 211 > /6 for fcc and diamond cubic; b ao < 111 > /2 for
bee.
"fus(Frtonlrel) = 0.036.~tslip b for fcc a.nd diamond cubic; "fus(Fm~k('l} = 0.062.~t,tip b
'
for bee.
"'fus(EAM) eguated to 0.54"Yus(Fr~nlu:l} based on recent calculations of modified
values, "'i~·), summarized here for EAM models of AI, Ni, a.nd Fe. This is a.
change from Rice (1992) who used the estimate "Yua(EAM) = 0.7'lut(Frenlrel)•

=

=
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for Ni is shown in Fig. 1.15, with opening Ao kept at zero. The sa.ddle·like
path is strictly along the Ar direction. Along the direction perpendicular
to the Ar direction, the energy 'IT increases much more rapidly than along
the Ar direction. The constrained path approximation is thus very well
justified in this case, more so than for Fe above.
Density functional theory: No directly relevant calculation for the block·
like shear of one part of a metal crystal relative to another seems yet to
have been reported based on quantum mechanics via. density functional
theory. However, such calculations appear to be feasible, as Duesbery et
a.L (1991) have reported energy surfaces for shear of Si along {111} planes
in a. manner corresponding to the introduction of an intrinsic stacking fault.
The Duesbery et al. (1991) work also shows that empirical potentials, as
available for Si, may agree reasonably with the quantum mechanical calculations for one direction of shear but poorly for another direction on the
same crystal plane.
Paxton et al. (1991) used density functional theory in the local approximation to analyze stress-strain relations of homogeneously strained crystals, in fcc cases corresponding to simple shear parallel to {111} planes in
< 211 > type directions, and for bee cases to simple shear parallel to {211}
planes in < 111 > type directions. These are shears leading to twinning
transformations (in the softer direction of shear in each case). Paxton et
al. report the maximum stress and also the maximum strain energy (say,
Wmax 1 on a unit volume basis) encountered for simple shear in the twinning
direction and in the opposite, or anti~twinning direction. The strain energy
maximum, W maJo is a. rough analog of "fua. Both correspond to maximum
energies along a shear path, but for block-like shear of one half the lattice
relative to the other in the case of "fua (like in Fig. 1.2, illustration dL
and for homogeneous simple shear strain of the entire lattice in the case of
Wmax•

Rice (1992) formed a quantity somewhat like 1ua from Wmax in the following way: Since W1nax is the maximum energy per unit volume in simple
shear strain, Wmaxh is the maximum energy per unit area of slip plane
associated with an interpla.na.r separation h. This could be considered comparable to 1us and thus the final column in Table 1.3 shows W maxh/P.alip b
based on Wmax from Paxton et al. {1991) and using experimental 1-'slip
values (expecte<;l to correspond within about 10% of those estimated from
the density functional calculations; Paxton, private communication, 1991);
W max for the twinning sense is used for the fcc partial dislocation comparisons, and in the anti-twinning sense, suggested in Paxton et al. {1991),
for complete {211} bee dislocation comparisons. It is interesting that these
values seem approximately compatible with the Frenkel estimates.
The experimental values for Jlslip used in the last column of Table 1.3
(and in Table 1.4) are from Hirth and Lothe {1982} and, if not there, from
Brandes (1983) or Anderson (1986). Lattice parameters a 0 , used to evaluate
b, are from Ashcroft and Merrnin (1976).
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Ductile Versus Brittle Crack Tip Response

In using the results of this paper to discuss ductile versus brittle response,
in the sense of asking whether conditions for dislocation nucleation will or
will not be met prior to Griffith cleavage, it is well to keep the following
factors in mind.
(a) Dislocation nucleation is a. process susceptible to thermal activation.
The analysis given thus far here is, essentially, of temperature T = 0 response. The critical K's for nucleation will be reduced somewhat at finite
T. The Peierls concept gives a route to treat thermally activated nucleation
and some related concepts have already been uncovered in the J integral
analysis of the crack tip shear (Fig. 1.4, point C) in the 2D saddle point
configuration of 6(r). The fuller evaluation of the activation energy for
dislocation nucleation is not yet complete, but we give some preliminary
results on it later. While the K level for dislocation nucleation in some
finite waiting time can, in principle, be reduced arbitrarily by increase in
T (some solids may melt before there is any substantial reduction), it is
interesting that the K for cleavage cannot be reduced arbitrarily and always has the Griffith level (at that T) as a lower bound. Thus increase ofT
should generally ease dislocation nucleation more than cleavage, and favor
ductility. Our considerations in the rest of this section are for low T, when
thermal activation is not an important factor.
(b) The present analysis of dislocation nucleation is approximate in many
respects, and thus it will be difficult to draw definitive conclusions on ductile versus brittle response in the several borderline cases that arise. We
have attained a. good understanding of limits to the xeff approximation,
and of coupled tension-shear effects, thus far only in the isotropic case.
Most importantly, perhaps, we have no very reliable estimates of 'Yuai the
'Yus(Frenkel) and 1us(EAM) values of Table 1.3 may contain large errors.
Also, reliable values of 'Ysr, needed in the fcc cases, are not available for
most solids.
{c) Dislocation processes not directly associated with nucleation from
a crack tip may actually control brittle versus ductile response in many
cases. For example, in soft solids with a high density of mobile dislocation,
it may never be possible to build up enough stress at a crack tip to meet
either a·Griffith cleavage or a. dislocation nucleation criterion, so the issue of
which requires the greater local K value becomes irrelevant. Also, in solids
for which ~islocation mobility is low, easy nucleation of dislocations from
a crack tip does not necessarily imply relaxation of stresses; cleavage may
occur because such dislocations cannot move readily enough away from the
crack tip so as to relax stress in its vicinity.
Accepting these limitations, consider Table 1.4. Estimates of the surface energy 1, at T = 0, based on measurements that have been extrapolated to low temperature or, where noted by the cross, on correlations
&hus established with formation energies, are shown in the first column
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based on Tyson (1975). Shear moduli 1-'slip and b are also shown {b is
for a Sh~ckley partial dislocation in the fcc and diamond cubic cases,
and for a complete dislocation in the bee cases), and the Frenkel esti~
mate '"Yua(Frenkel) = J.l,alipb2 /21f 2 h is calculated from them, as 0.036/lalipb for
partial dislocations in fcc metals and (very uncertainly) in diamond cubic
solids, and 0.062p,slipb for complete dislocations on the {110} plane in bee
metals.
We can therefore calculate the ratios of 1•/1us shown in the last two
columns of Table 1.4, based respectively on '"Yua(Frenkel) and '"Yua(EAM), with
the latter approximated as 0.54--yua(Frenkel) based on that being close to the
modified values calculated for the three EAM models we have examined
(Table 1.3) for Ni, Al, and o:·Fe.
To recall now the conclusions drawn in Section 1.7, it was shown that the
dislocation nucleation condition is met before that for Griffith cleavage, for
the {100} cracks considered, if, under pure mode I loading, and using an
isotropic elastic model, 1~/'Yu:~ > 9.1 (fcc) or 6.3 (bee). Those numbers were
based on the Keff approximation and were used by Rice (1992) in discussing
ductile versus brittle response. We are now in a somewhat better position
to estimate these limits, using corrections based on Fig. 1.8 and Table 1.2.
Those corrections have been worked out only for edge dislocations, which is
the appropriate case for the bee geometry, but the second partial involved
for the fcc geometry has a considerable screw component and the correction
in that case is less certain. Here we provisionally use a 17% reduction in
both cases, as suggested by results in Table 1.2, so that the condition for
nucleation before cleavage, in the isotropic elastic case, is approximately
1'4 /'"Yus

> 7.6(fcc) or 5.2 (bee),

(1.80)

Both required ratios were strongly reduced by small deviations from pure
mode I, the fcc case most. For example, with both shear mode stress inten·
sity factors set at 10% of K1, the requirements for dislocation nucleation to
occur before Griffith cleavage, again as estimated using the Keff approximation, dropped to 1~/1us > 3.5 (fcc) or 2.9 (bee). H, provisionally, we
also reduce these by the same 17% to correct for inadequacies of the xeff
approach, the limits become
1,/1us

> 2.9 (fcc) or 2.4 {bee).

(1.81)

{The fcc numbers in each case also depend on 1sd1us 1 which has been
taken as 1/3 in the above inequalities; v = 0.3 is used there too.)
H we tentatively accept the 1us(EAM) estimates as being close to correct,
thus using the last column in Table 1.4 as estimates of "fA /'"Yus, then we come
to the following conclusions for the fcc metals: All the fcc metals except
Ir are incapable of cleaving, even if subjected to pure mode I loading. Ir
would not cleave with the 10% shear mode loading discussed, but would
behave in a ductile manner. Ni is moderately near the borderline and, as an
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indication that Ni may, plausibly, be thought of as a borderline material, in
a brittle versus ductile sense, it is interesting to note that grain boundaries
in Ni are rather easily rendered cleavable by segregation of S there and
by the presence of H. H the true "fua is dose to the Frenkel estimate then,
according to Table 1.4, both Ir and Ni would be cleavable under pure mode
I, but Ni would be ductile with 10% shear mode loadings. Also, Pt, AI, and
Cu are close to the borderline cleavable at low T if loaded in perfect mode
I. This simplified discussion of fcc solids has assumed the same "''us / Jl.alipb
in all material and also the same "fsr/1us·
For the bee metals, again first assume the "Yus(EAM) is close to correct so
that the last column of Table 1.4 gives 1,/1us· Then the alkali metals, Li,
Na and K are the standouts in terms of ductility, which is consistent with
the general malleability of the alkali metals. The vanadium subgroup of the
transition metals, in the order Nb, V and Ta, also stand out in Table 1.4.
They fall below (marginally for Nb) the threshold for ductile crack tip
response for pure mode I loading, but fit comfortably within the border for
ductile response when mode I is accompanied by small loadings in the shear
modes. Fe is predicted to be clearly cleavable, although it should likewise be
ductilized by less than 10% shear loadings. By comparison, the chromium
subgroup of transition metals, Cr, Mo and W, seem by our criterion to be
irredeemably brittle, even with substantial shear mode loading.
H the Frenkel estimates of "''us are, instead, somewhat closer to the mark,
then the results of Table 1.4 still suggest that Li cannot be cleaved. The
other alkali metals are slightly below the borderline, but are ductilized by
modest shear mode loading, and Nb also would be ductilized by the 10%
shear mode loading.
Diamond-cubic non-metals are also shown in Table 1.4 and 1ua has been
extracted for them as for fcc metals, assuming that dislocations are generated by a partial route on {Ill} planes, and assuming (quite questionably)
the same scaling of "''us with J..l.slipb. All of the diamond cubic solids are
predicted to be cleavable by these considerations, for pure mode I loading,
although Si is somewhat susceptible to ductilization by modest shear mode
loading.
The discussion concerning the emission of dissociated dislocations given
in Section 1.5, which properly treats the slip energy offset by stable stacking fault's and the screening effect of the emitted partial, can be used to
study dislocation emission in ordered intermetallics, in which there exist
dislocations·.with a dissociated core in pairs, which are coupled by CSF or
SISF surfaces in the L12 type intermetallics; Ni3Al is an example. Complex paths are possible for dislocation nucleation in these materials. More
details may be found in Sun et. al. (1991).
Since the rough "''us estimates used in Table 1.4 scale directly with Jlslipb
for a given crystal class, the characterization of crack tip response as brittle
or ductile on the basis of the size of "'f3 /"fus shown in that table is equivalent to characterization on the basis of "'f3 / Jl.slipb, much as advocated by
Armstrong (1966) and Rice and Thomson (1974).
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TABLE 1.5.

Cle~vage

Venue Dislocation Nucleation; Anisotropic

Formul~tion

Solid
fJ
1•l1ua(EAM)
1.I(0.83fJ)"lua(EAM)
fcc metals {(001) cracks growing along {IlO) with slip plane (Ill), for
nucleation of the pair of partials (116) 1112) a.nd (116) I~Il])
isotropic, v = 0.3
9.1
1,11 .6"lua
Ag
11.1
16.1
1.74
AI
9.23
14.6
1.91
Au
11.0
20.1
2.20
Cu
11.8
15.1
1.54
0.537
10.85
lr
4.8
12.0
10.7
1.07
Ni
2.35
Pb
10.8
21.1
1.85
14.3
9.33
Pt
bee metals 1(001) cracks growing along [010j with slip system
( li2)111IJ(Oll }I
isotropic, v = 0.3
6.3
1 1 /5.2'"'fua
0.432
5.83
2.1
Cr
0.559
8.77
4.1
Fe
0.627
7.4
K
14.16
0.912
17.45
13.2
Li
0.388
5.80
1.9
Mo
0.584
16.33
7.9
Na.
1.38
4.88
5.6
Nb
0.777
4.7
7.34
Ta
1.07
5.68
5.1
v
w
0.395
6.38
2.1

Ani.sotropy con3ideration.s: We now extend the discussion to include
anisotropic elastic effects. The quantity f3 was introduced in Eq. 1.61 and
gives the bound, 1, / 1ua > fJ, for dislocation nucleation to occur before
Griffith cleavage. The expressions for f3 reported here are based on the
K~ff concept. At _the time of writing we have no idea of how significant
the corrections, due to (J =f= 0, are in the anisotropic case. We show P in
Table 1.5 as it
been calculated from the elastic moduli of various fcc
and bee metals. For the fcc cases, it corresponds to nucleation of the second
partial (last column of Table 1.1). A provisional guess, based on isotropic
results as in Table 1.2 here, is that these may be 15% to 20% too high.
We show "~• l"lu•, estimated as "( 1 /"tua(EAM) from the previous table, and
show '"11 I f31us with f3 provisionally replaced by 0.83 of f3 from the earlier
columns (17% reduction, as in the isotropic case; Table 1.2). When the
quantity 1, I f3"fua is greater than one, dislocation emission occurs prior to
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Griffith crack extension, and when it is less than one, the opposite happens. The quantity 1.//31ua is tabulated in Table 1.5 for several bee and
fcc metals. The quantity /3 varies from 4.9 to 16.3 depending on the elastic
anisotropy for bee metals, from niobium having the lowest value to alkali
metals having the highest. Therefore, the treatment of anisotropy in elastic~
ity is important for bee metals. In fact, it significantly changes conclusions.
Nb, which was predicted to be borderline cleavable by the isotropic analysis, is now found to be ductile; Li, which was definitively ductile in the
isotropic analysis is now borderline cleavable. On the other hand, {3 does
not vary much for fcc metals, and Ir remains the standout as the cleavable
fcc metal.

1.11

Extensions to Interfacial Failure

The results presented thus far may be generalized to cases where a crack
lies on an interface been dissimilar materials. The case of joined isotropic
solids has been worked out in detail by Beltz and Rice (1992a}; a brief
review of that development is given here.
Equations 1. 72 may be generalized by making use of the interfacial crack
tip field, in which stresses are given by

uafJ

-

k

(Re(Kri~)E~ 11 (8) + Im(Kri•)E~11 {B) + K1uE~}(o)J

(a,/3 = r,B, z)

(1.82)

Only in-plane loadings are considered here. The functions Eap(B) corre~
spond to tractions across the interface at 8 = 0 of tensile, in-plane, and
anti-plane shear type, so that

(1.83)
K is the complex stress intensity factor which characterizes the inherently
coupled in-plane modes. The parameter e is given by

(1.84)
where p. arid v refer to the shear modulus and Poisson's ratio, respectively.
Subscript 1 refers to the material on top, occupying 0 < 8 < 1r, which
is taken to be a metal (i.e., can sustain a dislocation-like process), and
subscript 2 refers to a ceramic phase (i.e., no dislocation activity is assumed
to occur). We have E~ 8 {0) = E~~(O) = 1 and the full functions Eap(9) are
given by Rice, Suo, and Wang (1990) and can be extracted from discussions
of the bimaterial elastic singular field (e.g., Rice {1988)).
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The generalization of Eqs. 1. 77 may now be written as

(1.85a)

(1.85b)

The kernel functions 911, 912, 921! and 922 are taken from the elasticity
solution for a Volterra dislocation in the presence of an interfacial crack,
and may be found in complex form (Suo, 1989).
Solutions to the pair of integral Eqs. 1.85 have been found using physical constants appropriate for copper bonded to sapphire (Beltz and Rice,
1992a) and iron bonded to titanium carbide {Beltz, 1991). As discussed by
Rice, Suo, and Wang (1990), rie can be replaced by bit, and the analysis is
tenable when Kbi~ has a positive real part.

1.12 Experimental Observations
The actual observation of dislocation emission from crack tips has been
achieved by the use of several experimental techniques. In work by Burns
(1986), etch pi~ techniques were employed to observe edge dislocations on
slip planes which emanated from a crack which had been cut parallel to the
{110} planes in lit.liium fiuoride. X-ray topography has been used by Michot
a.nd George (1986} to carry out similar observations in silicon. Possibly the
most notable observations of dislocation emission is the T.E.M. work of Ohr
(1985, 1986), which has the advantage that emission could be observed insitu in several materials, including fcc and bee metals with a high resolution.
In these experiments, the critical applied stress intensity factor Ke to emit
a dislocation was indirectly measured; they were in moderate agreement for
several metals with the theoretical values of Ke as predicted by the RiceThomson model. More recently, Chiao and Clarke {1989) directly observed
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emitting dislocations in silicon and claimed reasonable agreement of the
inferred Ke with Rice-Thomson modeling.
The first experimental evidence that the macroscopic behavior of an in~
terfa.ce could be rationalized based on the competition between dislocation
emission and cleavage was given by Wang and Anderson {1990), in their
work on symmetric tilt bicrystals of copper. In this work, a directional
effect on the toughness of the grain boundary in a. E 9[110](221) bicrystal was observed, in which two specimens were cut and notched along the
boundary such that a. crack would run in the opposite directions [I14) and
[114), respectively. The specimens were fatigued under a cyclic mode I loading of increasing amplitude. The specimen with the [1i4) cracking direc~
tion broke along the interface when the maximum normal stress reached
0' = 28.1MPa, corresponding to G ~ 28Jfm 2 • An intergranular fracture
surface with cleavage "tongues" was observed. The other specimen, with
a cracking direction of [114], was loaded under identical conditions and
eventually fractured at a normal stress of 76.7 MPa. The fracture surface
contained large regions of ductile transgranula.r fracture and plastic tearing,
and the G value, > 210J/m2 , was beyond the reliably measurable range
for elastic fracture mechanics. The only difference between these two specimens was the cracking direction, hence it was concluded that the difference
in ease with which dislocations could be nucleated a.t each crack tip was
the cause of this behavior, a.s predicted nucleation loads are quite different
for the two growth directions. Further, continuum plasticity analyses by
Sa.eedvafa (1991) and Mohan et. a.l. (1991), suggested very little difference
in the stress state ahead of the crack tip, for the two growth directions,
and do not suggest a more macroscopic explanation of the experiments.
Most recently, Beltz and Wang {1992) have performed experiments on
copper crystals bonded on the same {221} copper face to sapphire, to form
a layered beam subjected to four-point bending {see Fig. 1.16). Again, a
directional dependence of toughness was observed. In their experiment,
the ductile direction was observed to be [1I4J, the opposite of the ductile
direction with the Wang-Anderson bicrysta.l specimen. This result was predicted by theory, however, and is elaborated on in Beltz and Rice (1992a)
in terms of the Peierls·type nucleation model; it follows from different mode
I/II mixture in the two specimens.

1.13 · T.he Activation Energy for Dislocation
Nucleation
Thus far, the analysis of dislocation nucleation rigorously holds true at zero
Kelvin; i.e., thermal effects are neglected, except possibly through the weak
temperature dependence of the elastic constants that enter the analysis. As
discussed earlier in connection with Fig. 1.4, a. saddle-point configuration
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t

r2iiJ

_

~114]
{110)

Cu (221}

Sapphire
(0001)

FIGURE 1.16. Diagram of specimen tested by Beltz and Wang (1992): a copper
single crystal with {221} face bonded to sapphire; loaded in bending with crack
tips along [110].

TABLE 1.6. Activation Energies
_Q_
Gcrit

0.2
0.3
0.4
0:5.
0.6·

o:t
0.8
0.9
1.0

{1-v}Aact
~b'

1.25xlo- 1
9.05xlo- 2
6.55x1o- 2
4.62xlo- 2
3.10xlo- 2
1.90xlo- 2
9.85x 10-3
3.32x 10- 3
0

AEcn paactlial
kTroom

t:..Er.r. fnJidhJ

29.4
21.3
15.4
10.09
7.29
4.47
2.31
0.780
0

239.6
173.5
125.5
88.6
59.4
36.4
18.9
6.36
0

kTroor:A
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exists with 20 form corresponding to point C. The total energy corre~
sponding to the system at C less the total energy at A would correspond
to an activation energy; this energy could be thought of as the amount of
energy due to thermal vibrations necessary to emit an incipient dislocation
which is initially loaded below G erit. A tw~dimensional simplification to
the problem reduces to that of finding a. second solution to Eq. 1.55, for a
given applied load. To be realistic, the activation process would take place
over a localized region, i.e. in the form of a dislocation loop that jumps
out. At the time of writing, we have analyzed such solutions only for the
case e = 0, 4> = 0, and using the Frenkel form ofT = f(o) and explicitly
considering slip only, like in Sections 1.2 to 1.4 of the paper. In that case
Eq. 1.55 corresponds to rendering stationary the energy functional (Rice,
1992)

U!S(r)] = U0 +

1

oo

o

1oo -s[o{r)Jo(r)dr1
1

00

<P(5(r))dr +

o

2

o

K
~S(r)dr
v 2n-r
(1.86)

with
s[5(r)J =

J.L

{oo V;fe dS(p)jdp
dp
p

21r{l- v) } 0

r-

(1.87)

Here U[S(r)] is the energy of a slipped configuration per unit distance along
the crack front. Thus, for G < Gcrit (="''us in this case) and with Omin(r)
and Osad(r) representing 5(r) for the energy minimum and saddl~point
solutions (with values of 5(0) corresponding respectively to points A and
C in Fig. 1.4), we can calculate a. 2D activation energy
AUact

= U(Ssad(r)]- U[Smin(r)]

(1.88)

Results are shown in Table 1.6. Also, we show by the dashed line in Fig. 1.11
the slip function Osad(r) corresponding to G = 0.9Gcrit, a. case for which
Om in (r) is also shown.
The actual activation process is inherently three.dimensional, at least as
regards the saddle point configuration. An asymptotic analysis is underway
of this 3D phenomenon by Beltz and Rice ( 1992b). A very rough approximation to their result for the activation energy AE involves multiplying
the two-dimensional activation energy AUact (an energy per unit disloca~
tion length)· by about five atomic spacings, which is a. plausible length scale
for the activation process.
Table 1.6 shows the results (from the two-dimensional analysis, assuming
an activated dislocation length of 5b, AE ~ 5bAUact) for a partial disloca~
tion in copper and a. full dislocation in iron, with a coplanar slip plane and
a mode II loading. The ~E estimates are listed in units of kT as evaluated
at room temperature. An elementary calculation of a. "cutoff" ~E/ kT for
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spontaneous nucleation is discussed by Beltz and Rice (1992b) and uses the
formula.
V

= n(cahear/b) exp(-AE/kT)

{1.89)

where v is interpreted a.s the frequency of spontaneous nucleation events,
n is taken as the number of nucleation sites in a typical span of crack
front, taken here as 1 mm (i.e., n = 1mm/5b) and Cahear is the transverse
shear wave speed, so that Cshear/b is an approximate attempt frequency.
Here, Cshear is taken as 3 km/sec. Assuming that v ~ 106 /sec describes
spontaneous nucleation on a laboratory time scale, solution of Eq. 1.89
gives a. borderline of AE/kT ~ 25. Examination of Table 1.6 leads to the
conclusion that thermal activation would be sufficient (at room temperature) to spontaneously emit a. partial dislocation in copper at loadings of
G ~ (0.2- 0.3)Gcrit or greater, and a full dislocation in iron at loadings of
G ~ (0.7- 0.8)Gcrit or greater, where Gcrit is the critical loading for dislocation nucleation without help from thermal activation. At T = 2Troom 1
these values for spontaneous nucleation would, e.g., change to approximately 0.1Gcrit for Cu and 0.6Gcrit for Fe.

1.14

Summary and Conclusions

A new analysis of dislocation nucleation from a crack tip is outlined based
on the Peierls concept as applied to a slip plane emanating from the tip.
An exact solution for the nucleation criterion is found using the J integral
when the crack and slip plane coincide, at least within simplifying assumptions that consider only shear sliding between lattice planes, in forming a
dislocation. The exact solution is also extended to the nucleation of dissociated dislocations, with complete results found for the nucleation of a pair
of Shockley partials in fcc solids. For cases of greater interest, in which the
slip and crack planes do not coincide (8 f:. 0) but, rather, intersect along the
crack tip, an approximate solutions for the nucleation criterion are given
based on effective shear stress intensity factors along the slip plane, and exact solutions from numerical solution of appropriate integral equations are
also discussed, including those which take fully into account the coupling
between tension an~ shear across the slip plane.
The core width of the incipient dislocation at the threshold of instability
is estimated to be about 3 times the corresponding width for an isolated dislocation in an otherwise perfect lattice, so that conditions seem favorable to
use of the Peierls concept. Further, while previous treatments of nucleation
have generally been based on elasticity solutions for fully formed dislocations located very near the crack tip, this analysis shows that maximum
shear slippage at the tip is, at the moment of instability, only of the order
of half that for a fully formed dislocation.
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The results highlight a new solid state parameter Ius, called the unstable
stacking energy, which measures the resistance to dislocation nucleation at
a crack tip. Critical stress intensity factors at nucleation scale with ~·
Here 1ua is the maximum energy, per unit area, encountered in the block·
like shear of one haH of a crystal relative to the other, along a slip plane in
the direction of shear which forms a lattice dislocation. Also, some features
of the 2D activated configuration (energy saddle point) have been derived
for a crack tip loaded below the level for instantaneous nucleation.
There are, at present, only quite uncertain estimates of Ius· The sheared
atomic lattice geometry to which it corresponds is however, a relatively
simple one, periodic in the two directions along the slip plane and involving simple block· like translation of atoms above and below. Thus, it is to
be hoped that the parameter may be susceptible to quantum electronic
calculation, and such work is encouraged (the same for stacking fault and
anti-phase boundary energy terms, which also enter the nucleation criteria
for dissociated dislocations).
Allowing for considerable uncertainties in 1us, the evaluation of the competition over whether the condition for Griffith cleavage, or for dislocation
generation and blunting, is met first at a crack tip leads to results that
seem generally consistent with known brittle versus ductile response of fcc
a.nd bee metals. The results also suggest that the outcome of this competition is often extremely sensitive to small amounts of mode II and mode
III shear loading superposed on a basic mode I tensile loading; the shear
loadings promote ductile response.
The new analysis of dislocation nucleation given here, like that formulated by Rice and Thomson (1974), is developed only for cases in which
the crack tip lies in a slip plane. It has been noted (Argon, 1987; Dragone and Nix, 1988} that the maximally stressed slip plane is sometimes
one which intersects the crack tip at a single point but does not contain
it. There seems to be no simple way of extending the present approach to
such cases.
Added Note: Our analysis of partial dislocation emission in §1.5 and §1.6
is incorrect in the following sense. As A.S. Argon and J. F. Knott indicated
to us, the atomic geometry of the fcc slip plane forces partials to nucleate
in an ordered sequence, not competitively. Our equations are correct if used
first to evaluate the loads for nucleation of partial A (a.s in Eq. (1.26)) and
then to evaluate the load for partial B (as in Eqs. (1.20) and (1.32)}. For
the crac~ g~·ometry considered in §1.6 and §1.10, the proper sequence is first
a. partial with 4> = ±60°, and then the partial with 4> = 0°. Consequently,
Eq. (1.67) should become Ia /lu, > 11.8, for emission before cleavage under
mode I, and 1$/1u' > 5.3 under mode I plus 10% shear modes. The stacking
fault energy ''' does not affect the nucleation of the first partial at 8 =
±60° and the second, at ¢ = 0°, follows spontaneously for the near-mode
I conditions assumed. With the ""'17% correction to the Kef f concept,
the conditions for dislocation nucleation before cleavage in §1.10 change as
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follows: For a mode I load Eq. {1.80) should read 'J./'Ju• > 9.8 (fcc) or 5.2
(bee), and for mode I plus 10% shear modes Eq. (1.81) should read 1./'Ju• >
4.4 (fcc) or 2.4 (bee). These corrections do not affect our conclusions on
brittle vs. ductile response for the fcc metals.
We are pleased to dedicate the paper to Professor Frank A. McClintock.
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